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Iraq Republic
Republic Presidency
Revolution Command Council
Vice – President
Taha Yassin Rammadan
North Committee
(The Secretarial)

NO: 20/106
Date: 23/1/1997

Secret – Peculiar
 

TO / Tameem Governor – Chief Security Committee
Subject / Kirkuk Residency Circumstances

1.Already information sent to us in the accompany copy Reading…
2.Committee was formed to analyze the above information correctness and the
Committee see the follows:
a. Confirmation of banishment a great number of Kurds who were living in

Kirkuk Center and those who were living in (Shwan, Qara Hassan, Qader
Karam) to Arbel and Suliamania Governorates for Security reasons . To send
their Nationality Files from Tameem Governorate to the two mentioned
Governorates.

b. Sneak great number of Kurds of Self – Judgement Governorates to Kirkuk
City included by the banished families since 1990 that was after the events of
dishonor and betrayal.

c. Confirm Committee the returning and sneaking of some of Kurdish families
to Kirkuk City for those who did not transfer their Nationality files to the
Governorates that they went to at that time. They were granted Provision
Cards after their keeping banishment subject as a secret from Tameem
Governorate.

d. The phenomena of the existence of great proportion of mature people in
Suliamania and Arbel Governorates in Kikruk City those who are in the
streets of the City on the big side of it and practicing their Commercial
businesses. It was mentioned in the report that there is a General phenomena
in all the Country Governorate, happened as a result of the economic
sanction that opposed upon our Country. As well as , arriving of some of
Suliamania and Arbel Governorates to Kirkuk City especially , individuals of
Jamjamal Province they came for living causes and fleeing from the battle
between the emissaries .
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e. As for the Arabic inhabitants that were dwelled by majority of Kurdish
people that mentioned in the Report the Committee distinct the follows :

f. First :
The Arabs were living in ( Al- Muthana) quarter and not in Al- Karama quarter
as mentioned in the report. Now it dwelled by Kurdish people and five Arabic
families only this quarter was distributed during the seventieth period upon
President Party Group. After the happening of betrayal and dishonor, several of
its residents selling their houses and the other part started rented to the Kurdish
people . Those houses were about (100) house distributed upon the follows:
1. The number of the rented houses for Kurds (65) house
2. The number of the sold hoses dwelled by Kurds (20) house.
3. The number of the houses that dwelled by its original people (15) house.
Secondly: the sold houses and the rented houses were yet by its original Arabs
names. Many personal and informal contracts were made between the owner,
the buyer and the renter .
Thirdly:Houses in (Al- Shurta) quarter (200) house , those houses were
distributed upon the Interior Security Power of different Nationalities . Step by
step the Kurds proportion became (90%) and the Arabs became (5%) while the
Turkish became (5%), as a result of their continuos selling their houses and
change the Arab elements shelters and they are actutally from outside Tameem
Governorate, they were distributed as follows:
1.The rented houses by Kurds (180) house.
2. The rented houses by Turkish (10) house.
3.The houses that dwelled by its owners of Arabs (10) house .
g. While for ( Al- Kasnazania – Qara Jewar – Al- Kakia – Al- Talabania)

families and some of the National Defence Clique Counselors that form
Aggregation Center and to be assembled by Kurds the Committee distinct the
follows:

First : The families of ( Al- Kasnazania – Al- Talabania) the Kurds were visiting
the religious houses that existed in Tameem Governorate and were ruled by
those two families .
Second: the families of ( Al- Kakiaand Qara Jewar) families and some of the
Counselors , they did not refer that they were constituting Groups of Kurdish
people Gathering in Kirkuk City .
h. The Trade and economic affairs were not by Kurdish hand only, but by

Turkish hand and a few number of Arabs were performing the commercial
and mortgage businesses.

4. Vice – President ( Chief North Committee) instructed about this subject the
follows:

a. About the (c) item of (2) material (How these families were sneaking and
their provision Card arrangement. The Governorate must answer).

b. The item (d) of the (2) material (Where are governors houses and Security
regulations, Party Organizations, according to the sentenced Central
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instructions that dealt with Sneakers subject. we want an answer from the
Security Committee of the Governorate about this phenomena).

c. About what mentioned in the branch item of (1) from (h-first) of the (2)
material about the rented houses for Kurds of (65) house ( If they were rented
for kurds Are their owners Arabs …and when did they live now)

d. As for the sold houses that were dwelled by Kurds of (20) house  they that
were mentioned in the branch item of (2) of the (2) material (When did sell?
Is this was made before or after sentencing the decision of (97) in 1993? Are
all the buyers from Kurdish or some of them?).

e. As for the (Al- Shurta quarter) that mentioned in the (third) item of (2)
material (Who were distributed by Houses first? How was the Buying? Are
the rented houses by Kurds, their owners Kurds also or Arabs and where did
the Arabs that rented their houses live now? Inside the Governor or outside
the Governor …to know everything then perform what required).

f. Stress upon depending on the procedures that were agreed by Republic
Presidency – The Secretary that informed to us by the Letter of 1348 in
9/11/1993 (the accompanied copy).

g. The mentioned Branch Security Committee in our above Letter
accomplishing ongoing practical inventory in some residences of Kurdish
density in Governorate Center to observe the sneaked Kurdish families and
left their names to the director of security Committee to send them
immediately , according to the plan and Central instructions .

h. To inspect from time to time the Hotels and inform its owners and the
workers to prevent them to dwell people to dwell more than seven days with
arresting the suspicious elements for no less than ten days.

i. Clear up all the sent Kurdish families property from outside your
Governorate as fast as you could to cut off their relations with the
Governorate .

j. To list the workers in ( Al- Sena quarter) of Kirkuk City from time to time by
Security Committee in the Governorate to select the sneaked Kurdish
elements that were working in that quarter . Apply the banishment decision
on them. The responsible Management must bear the negligence in
implementing what above mentioned.

k. Activate Tameem Governorate Police Municipality in preventing the sneaked
and emigrated elements to Kirkuk City from practicing their work as drivers
of different vehicles to work inside the City. Oblige the Private
Communication Management of your Governorate to prevent those elements
to drive their cars in and from the City.

l. Determine the places and the quarters that were permitted to practice their
commercial businesses and continue precise Nationality of the persons who
existed in these places by Security Regulations or any other way the
Governorate see it possible to apply the instructions and prevent the
emigration .
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m. Arrange new provision Cards for the residents Governorate according to the
Nationality Files that existed in Civil Nationality Municipality in the
Governorate. To cancel the Cards that were before arranged for the families
that have provision Cards in Arbel and Suliamania Governorates or any other
practical way could achieve this process successfully and seriously.

n. As for the houses that belong to the Arabic elements that advantaged from
the special privileges of your Governorate that placed in Al- Muthana quarter
and sold by informal contracts or rented. Make immediate procedures to
withdraw it from its owners that did not like to live in your Governorate,
specialize to the Arabic elements that provided by the demanded conditions .
Consider these arranged contracts to be illegal and contrast the Central
instructions.

o. Oblige the Arab owners in Al- Shurta quarter to live in it and cancel all the
informal contracts immediately between them and the Kurdish ones who
bought their houses or rented from them. In case if they refused to live or
dwell in Tameem Governorate they will be then obliged to sell them to the
Arabic elements only. Determine (3) months to decisive the subject, and if
the owner of the house possess another house then he will be prevented to
rent it to the Arabic element.

p. Security Committee study in your Governorate Kurdish element names that
work in Oil trade , dates and others with the Self – Judgement region to
encourage the Arabic element to work in this kind of trade and lift the
practical recommendations about this matter quickly .

q. Encourage Arabic elements to work in commercial business and to make
effort gradually and quietly to increase Arabic proportion in Tameem
Commercial Room to no less than 50%.

To do what required and inform us quickly
With regards

General
Tareq Ziada Saleh

North Committee Secretary
23/11/1997

Accompanies:
1 copy reading
2 Letter copy
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